of A' over k. Since P and A' are centers of v, A' belongs to the set TIPI . Since P' is an isolated point of TIP), we must have dim A'7k = dim P'/k. From this it follows that A' and P' are isomorphic points over k (since P' is a specialization of A' over k) and that consequently the local rings of A' and P' coincide. Since o c o', the local field k(A') contains the local field k(P) of P, and hence A' is an algebraic point over k(P) (since dim A 'lk = dim P'/k = dim P/k). Since TIPi is a variety over k(P), we conclude that TIP) is zero dimensional over k(P) and therefore consists of a finite number of points. This completes the proof.
One can reconcile these divergent analyses by assuming that the isolation process has removed from the nuclei a large proportion of the protein.
An essential part of all the methods of getting a mass of "pure nuclei" for chemical analysis is a prolonged washing, with such reagents as citric acid or physiological saline. The latter has been demonstrated to wash out a large amount of protein from the cytoplasm (Mirsky and Pollister'0), and it is logical to suppose that loss of protein from the nuclei also may result from this sort of treatment. This point was investigated on the liver of the guinea pig. Slices of fresh liver were cut on a freezing microtome set at 100 microns, some were fixed immediately for controls, others were kept in physiological saline at 5°C. before fixation. Protein was determined by photometric measurement of the Millon reaction on paraffin sections of the fixed tissue slices. These measurements showed that in a slice that had been in normal saline for three hours the nuclei contained on the average about one-fourth as much protein as the-nuclei of the untreated control slice. This same saline treatment reduced the cytoplasmic protein content to nearly one-half its original value. The cytological evidence shows that in nuclei of sections of fixed tissues in which rapid cytological fixation has preserved the nuclei with little chance for loss of protein or nucleic acid, there is 61/2 to 20 times as much protein as nucleic acid, and furthermore suggests that the process of isolation for gross analysis washes out most of this protein from the nuclei. Without more cytological or chemical data it cannot be said whether the protein removed by washing was originally a part of the chromosomes or some component of the interchromosomal material. There is clear indication that the-excess protein in whole (i.e., fixed) nuclei is not histone.
Mirsky and Ris', have reported that histone constitutes over 80% of the protein of isolated thymus chromosomes, .and this ratio was approximately verified by microscopic absorption measurements of isolated nuclei (Pollister and Ris5). If histone likewise constitutes four-fifths of the protein of whole nuclei, its removal should lead to a corresponding reduction in the Millon reaction. Instead, however, when sections of fixed thymus are treated by the reagent which dissolves histone (sulphuric acid plus divalent mercury) and the Millon reaction (E365) on these sections is compared with that of nuclei in untreated tissue, then it is found that the decrease of E365 caused by histone removal is barely significant, table 4. This is actually about the result to be expected if the histone content of whole thymus nuclei is that reported by Mirsky and Ris for isolated chromosomes (1.25 times the nucleic acid, which would be 15% of the protein of whole nuclei, and equivalent to an E36s of 0.021). These data show that in the large amount of protein of whole nuclei there is probably very little more histone than has been found in the same type of nucleus after isolation. In other words, the isolation procedure appears to cause little if any loss of histone, There is some evidence that the desoxypentose nucleic acid content likewise is not changed appreciably during isolation of chromosomes. We can only speculate as to the other characteristics of this non-histone excess protein of whole nuclei. Perhaps it should be classed with the other non-histone protein fractions of the nucleus, and the "chromosomin" of the Stedmans and the "residual protein" of Mirsky and Ris be regarded as residues, which for some reason do not go into solution when nuclei are isolated for gross analysis. Since the metabolically inactive spermatozoan nucleus appears to be almost entirely nucleoprotamine, or nucleohistone (Pollister and Mirsky'1), it seems logical to consider the non-histone, which is so abundant in metabolically active cells, to be a part of the nucleus which is concerned with the special metabolic functions of the nucleus, leaving to the nucleohistone the general function of chromosome reproduction. Thus, in the non-histone protein fraction must be included the enzymes which were found by Dounce.12 Indeed, Dounce showed that certain steps of the nuclear isolation process do remove significant amounts of protein and enzymes from the nuclei. Finally, it is intriguing also to hope that in the excess protein fraction may be found some of the elusive intermediate products of 
